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This is a supplementary document containing the com-
plete proof for lemma 1. We repeat Figure 3 from the
paper as figure 1 for ease of reference.

Lemma 1. GXA generates the language LXA =
{〈u, v〉|〈X 1 , A 1 〉 ⇒∗

TTLD 〈u, v〉}.

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction over deriva-
tions of increasing length. We show first that ev-
ery TTLD starting from 〈X 1 , A 1 〉 corresponds to a
unique derivation in GXA; we then show the other di-
rection, that each derivation in GXA corresponds to a
TTLD starting from 〈X 1 , A 1 〉.

1 TTLD to STAG
We first consider the direction from TTLDs in G to
derivations in GXA. For the sake of brevity, the rest of
this section uses TTLD as shorthand for “TTLD start-
ing from 〈X 1 , A 1 〉”. We show that the last n steps
of every TTLD correspond to some derivation over n
trees from GXA. We show as well that whenever the
derivation in GXA is complete (there are no open sub-
stitution sites left) it generates the same string as the
TTLD.

Base Cases As a base case, consider a TTLD of
length 1, as in (1):

〈X 1 , A 1 〉 ⇒ 〈α1, aα2〉 (1)

where a ∈ Σ, and αi ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗. Such a derivation
involves the application of one rule which must be of
the form in (2):

〈X → α1, A→ aα2〉 (2)

By construction, we know that if such a rule exists in
G, then GXA must contain a corresponding tree pair of
the shape depicted in Figure 1(a). This implies that the
following is a valid derived tree in GXA:〈 SXA

α1

,
SXA

aα2

〉
(3)

This derived tree produces the same string pair as the
TTLD in (1). Thus we see that for every single-step
TTLD in G there exists a (unique) derivation in GXA

which produces the same sentential form.

As a second base case, consider a TTLD of length >
1. This will be a derivation of the form in (4)

〈X 1 , A 1 〉 ⇒∗
TTLD 〈uY 1 v,B 1 w〉

⇒ 〈uα1v, aα2w〉 (4)

where Y,B ∈ N \ {S}, a ∈ Σ, and u, v, w, αi ∈ (N ∪
Σ)∗. Now the last step of this TTLD must involve the
application of some rule of the form in (5)

〈Y → α1, B → aα2〉 (5)

By construction, we know that if such a rule exists inG,
thenGXA must contain a corresponding tree pair of the
shape in Figure 1(b). This implies that the following is
a valid derivation in GXA:〈 SXA

YXA 1

α1

,
SXA

aα2BXA ↓ 1

〉
(6)

This is a derivation over a single tree pair; it is not a
complete derivation, however, as there remains an open
substitution site in the target-side tree. This derivation
produces the sentential form 〈α1, aα2BXA〉, which is
the same form produced by the last step of the TTLD
in question, up to the addition of a BXA in the tar-
get string. Finally, note that this derivation contains
an open YXA adjunction site on the source side linked
to an open BXA substitution site on the target side.

Taken together, these base cases show the following:

• Every TTLD of length 1 has a corresponding
derivation in GXA which produces the same sen-
tential form as that TTLD.

• For every TTLD of length> 1, the last step of that
TTLD corresponds to some single-tree derivation
inGXA. This correspondence satisfies the follow-
ing:

– the last step of the TTLD produces the same
sentential form as the derivation in GXA, up
to the addition of some nonterminal in the
target string;



〈 SXA

α1

,
SXA

aα2

〉
(a) 〈X → α1, A→ aα2〉

〈 SXA

YXA 1

α1

,
SXA

aα2BXA ↓ 1

〉
(b) 〈Y → α1, B → aα2〉〈 ZXA

YXA 1

α1 ZXA∗ β1

,
CXA

α2 BXA ↓ 1

〉
(c) 〈Y → α1Z 1 β1, B → C 1 α2〉

〈 YXA

α1 YXA∗ β1

,
CXA

α2

〉
(d) 〈X → α1Y 1 β1,

A→ C 1 α2〉
Figure 1: Tree-pairs in GXA and the rules in G from which they derive.

– if the last step of the TTLD involves
overwriting some pair of nonterminals
〈Y 1 , B 1 〉, then the derivation in GXA con-
tains a YXA adjunction site in the source tree
linked to aBXA substitution site in the target
tree.

Inductive Step Assume that the following inductive
hypotheses are true for some n:

For every TTLD of length > n, the last
n steps of that TTLD correspond to some
derivation in GXA over n trees. This corre-
spondence satisfies the following:

• the last n steps of the TTLD produce the
same sentential form as the derivation in
GXA, up to the addition of some nonter-
minal in the target string;

• if the nth-from-last step of the TTLD in-
volves overwriting some pair of nonter-
minals 〈Y 1 , B 1 〉, then the derivation
inGXA contains an YXA adjunction site
in the source tree linked to a BA substi-
tution site in the target tree.

Also, for every TTLD of length exactly n,
that TTLD corresponds to some derivation in
GXA over n trees. This correspondence sat-
isfies the following:

• the TTLD produces the same sentential
form as the derivation in GXA.

• the derivation in GXA contains no open
adjunction or substitution sites.

We now prove that if these hypotheses hold for some
n, then they must also hold for n + 1. There are two
cases to consider: either a TTLD contains more than
n+ 1 steps, or it contains exactly n+ 1 steps.

First Case: TTLD of length > n + 1 Consider the
last n+ 1 steps of such a TTLD, as shown in (7)

〈Y 1 , B 1 〉 ⇒ 〈α1Z 1 β1, C 1 γ1〉 ⇒∗
TTLD 〈α1α2β1, aγ2γ1〉

(7)

where Y,Z,B,C ∈ N \ {S}, a ∈ Σ, and αi, βi, γi ∈
(N∪Σ)∗. By the first inductive hypothesis, the last n of
these steps correspond to some derivation over n trees
in GXA. Since the first of these n steps must involve
rewriting the C which is at the left edge of the target
string, the inductive hypothesis implies that the deriva-
tion in GXA contains a CXA substitution site linked to
a ZXA adjunction site. Furthermore, by the inductive
hypothesis this derivation produces the same sentential
form as the last n steps of the TTLD, up to the addition
of a CXA at the edge of the target string.

Now, from (7) we also see that the step n+ 1 opera-
tions before the end of the TTLD involves a rule of the
form

〈Y → α1Z 1 β1, B → C 1 γ1〉 (8)

By construction, the existence of this rule in G implies
that GXA contains a tree pair of the shape in Figure
1(c), repeated here as (9)〈 ZXA

YXA 1

α1 ZXA∗ β1

,
CXA

α2 BXA ↓ 1

〉
(9)

This tree pair can be added to the n-tree derivation
which the inductive hypothesis tells us must exist: the
source tree can adjoin to the open ZXA adjunction site,
and the target tree can substitute into the CXA substi-
tution site.

The result will be a new n+ 1 tree derivation which
satisfies the following:

• it produces the same sentential form as the last
n + 1 steps of the TTLD. This can be verified by
observing that all adjunction sites inGXA are near
the root of the tree, so that when the new source
tree adjoins it must necessarily wrap α1 and β1
to either side of the existing source string, to pro-
duce the required form; on the target side, the new
tree will overwrite the CXA node at the right edge



of the string so that α2 will also be in the correct
position.

• it contains an open YXA adjunction site on the
source side and a BXA substitution site on the tar-
get side, as can be seen by inspection of (9)

Therefore we see that the first inductive hypothesis
will also hold for a derivation of length n+1 given that
it holds for a derivation of length n.

Second Case: TTLD of length n + 1 Consider a
completed TTLD of length n+ 1, as shown in (10)

〈X 1 , A 1 〉 ⇒ 〈α1Y 1 β1, C 1 γ1〉 ⇒∗
TTLD 〈α1α2β1, aγ2γ1〉

(10)
where Y,C ∈ N \ {S}, a ∈ Σ, and αi, βi, γi ∈
(N ∪ Σ)∗. By the first inductive hypothesis, the last
n steps of this TTLD correspond to some derivation
over n trees in GXA. Since the first of these n steps
must involve rewriting the C which is at the left edge
of the target string, the derivation in GXA must con-
tain a CXA substitution site linked to a YXA adjunc-
tion site. Furthermore, this derivation must produce the
same string as the last n steps of the TTLD, up to the
addition of CXA at the right edge of the target string.

Now, from (10) we also see that the first step of the
derivation involves a rule of the form

〈X → α1Y 1 β1, A→ C 1 γ1〉 (11)

By construction, the existence of this rule in G implies
that GXA contains a tree pair of the shape in Figure
1(d), repeated here as (12)〈 YA

α1 YA∗ β1

,
CA

α2

〉
(12)

This tree pair can be added to the n-tree derivation
which the inductive hypothesis tells us must exist: the
source tree can adjoin to the open YXA adjunction site,
and the target tree can substitute into the CXA substi-
tution site.

The result will be a new n+ 1 tree derivation which
satisfies the following:

• it produces the same sentential form as the entire
n+ 1 step TTLD. This can be verified by observ-
ing that all adjunction sites in GXA are near the
root of the tree, so that when the new source tree
adjoins it will wrap α1 and β1 to either side of
the existing source string to produce the required
form; on the target side, the new tree will over-
write the CA node at the right edge of the string
so that α2 will also be in the correct position.

• it is a completed derivation, as there are no open
adjunction or substitution sites.

Therefore it follows that the second inductive hy-
pothesis also holds for n + 1 given that the first hy-
pothesis holds for n.

Conclusion Taken together, the preceding two cases
show that there is a derivation in GXA corresponding
to every TTLD starting from 〈X 1 , A 1 〉. To obtain
a one-to-one correspondence, we now prove the other
direction, that for every derivation in GXA there exists
a corresponding TTLD in G.

2 STAG to TTLD
We now show that the first n steps of every derivation
in GXA correspond to the last n steps of a TTLD in G,
and every complete derivation in GXA corresponds to
a TTLD starting from 〈X 1 , A 1 〉.

Preliminaries In TAG, derivations are generally as-
sumed to be unordered, and all operations are taken to
occur at once. In the case of a grammar like GXA,
however, we may talk about the “first” and “last” op-
erations, because every tree has rank at most 1. Con-
cretely, we shall say that the first tree pair in a deriva-
tion is the one rooted in the start symbol SXA. Then
the second tree pair in that derivation is the one which
substitutes or adjoins to the first; the third tree pair sub-
stitutes or adjoins to the second; and so on.

Base Cases As a base case, consider a derivation in
GXA comprising a single tree pair of the shape given
in Figure 1(a), repeated here:〈 SXA

α1

,
SXA

aα2

〉
(13)

where a ∈ Σ, and αi ∈ (N ∪Σ)∗. By construction, we
know that this tree pair must have been added to GXA

on the basis of some rule inG. In particular, there must
be a corresponding rule in G of the shape in (14)

〈X → α1, A→ aα2〉 (14)

where a ∈ Σ, and αi ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗.
Using (14), we may construct a TTLD of length 1,

shown in (15):

〈X 1 , A 1 〉 ⇒ 〈α1, aα2〉 (15)

This is a completed TTLD which generates the same
string pair as the derivation in GXA. Thus we see
that for every completed single-tree derivation inGXA,
there exists a corresponding TTLD in G which pro-
duces the same string.

As a second base case, consider a derivation in GXA

comprising more than one tree pair. This derivation
must start with some tree pair rooted in SXA; further-
more, since it includes more than one tree pair in total,
it cannot start with a pair of the shape in 1(a), because
such a pair has no open substitution or adjunction sites.
The only remaining possibility is for the derivation to



start with a tree pair of the shape in 1(b), repeated be-
low: 〈 SXA

YXA 1

α1

,
SXA

aα2BXA ↓ 1

〉
(16)

where Y,B ∈ N \ {S}, a ∈ Σ, and αi ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗.
By construction, we know that this tree pair must have
been added to GA on the basis of some rule in G. In
particular, there must be a corresponding rule in G of
the shape in (17)

〈Y → α1, B → aα2〉 (17)

where Y,B ∈ N \ {S}, a ∈ Σ, and αi ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗.
Using (17), we may construct the derivation in (18):

〈Y 1 , B 1 〉 ⇒ 〈α1, aα2〉 (18)

This is valid TTLD; furthermore this derivation pro-
duces the string pair 〈α1, aα2〉, which is the same pair
produced by the first tree in the derivation in GXA, up
to the removal of BXA from the right edge of the tar-
get string. Note that (18) starts by rewriting the pair
〈Y 1 , B 1 〉, and that (16) likewise contains a YXA ad-
junction site linked to a BXA substitution site.

Taken together, the two base cases show the follow-
ing:

• Every completed, single-tree-pair derivation in
GXA has a corresponding TTLD in G which pro-
duces the same sentential form as that derivation.

• For every derivation in GXA comprising more
than one tree pair, the first tree pair in that deriva-
tion corresponds to the end of some TTLD in G.
This correspondence satisfies the following:

– the last step of the TTLD produces the same
sentential form as the first tree pair of the
derivation inGXA, up to the removal of some
nonterminal from the target string;

– if the first tree pair in the derivation in GXA

contains a YXA adjunction site in the source
tree linked to a BXA substitution site in the
target tree, then the last step of the TTLD in-
volves overwriting the pair of nonterminals
〈Y 1 , B 1 〉.

Inductive Step Assume that the following inductive
hypotheses are true for some n:

For every derivation inGXA comprising> n
tree pairs, the first n tree pairs in that deriva-
tion correspond to some TTLD in G involv-
ing n rule applications. This correspondence
satisfies the following:

• the first n tree pairs produce the same
sentential form as the TTLD, up to the
removal of some nonterminal from the
right edge of the target string;

• if the nth tree pair of the derivation in
GXA contains a YXA adjunction site in
the source tree linked to a BXA substi-
tution site in the target tree, then the first
step of the TTLD involves overwriting
the pair of nonterminals 〈Y 1 , B 1 〉.

Also, for every derivation in GXA of length
exactly n, that derivation corresponds to
some TTLD involving n rule applications.
This correspondence satisfies the following:

• the TTLD produces the same sentential
form as the derivation in GXA.

• the TTLD starts from 〈X 1 , A 1 〉.

We now prove that if these hypotheses hold for some
n, then they must also hold for n + 1. There are two
cases to consider: either a derivation in GXA involves
more than n+ 1 tree pairs, or it involves exactly n+ 1
pairs.

First Case: > n + 1 tree pairs Consider the n +
1th tree pair in such a derivation. This must be of the
shape in Figure 1(c), repeated below as (19). This is
because this is the only kind of tree pair in GXA which
both (i) contains open substitution/adjunction sites to
perpetuate the derivation (since we assume it is longer
than n+1 operations) and (ii) is not rooted in SXA, and
is therefore able to appear in the middle of a derivation.〈 ZXA

YXA 1

α1 ZXA∗ β1

,
CXA

α2 BXA ↓ 1

〉
(19)

Since the n + 1th pair must compose with the nth
pair, the nth pair must contain an open adjunction site
labeled ZXA linked to a substitution site labeled CXA,
where YXA and CXA are the nonterminals at the root
of the n+1th pair’s source and target trees respectively.

Furthermore, by the first inductive hypothesis, the
first n tree pairs in this derivation must correspond to
some n-step TTLD in G. Since the nth pair has open
ZXA and CXA sites, we know by the same hypothesis
that the corresponding TTLD starts from 〈Z 1 , C 1 〉,
as in (20):

〈Z 1 , C 1 〉 ⇒∗
TTLD 〈α2, aγ2〉 (20)

Now, by construction we know that if GXA contains
a tree pair of the shape in (19), then G must contain a
production of the shape in (21):

〈Y → α1Z 1 β1, B → C 1 γ1〉 (21)



By applying the rule in (21), followed by the rest of
the derivation in (20), we obtain a new n+1-step TTLD
shown in (22):

〈Y 1 , B 1 〉 ⇒ 〈α1Z 1 β1, C 1 γ1〉
⇒∗

TTLD 〈α1α2β1, aγ2γ1〉 (22)

The new TTLD in (22) satisfies the following:

• it produces the same sentential form as the first
n+1 tree pairs of the derivation inGXA, up to the
removal of a nonterminal from the right edge of
the target string. This can be verified by observing
that prepending the new production to the existing
TTLD wraps α1 and β1 around the existing source
string in the same way that adjoining the n + 1th
source tree wraps α1 and β1 around the rest of the
tree; on the target side, γ2 is appended to the right
edge in the same position that the n + 1th target
tree appends γ2BA.

• it starts from the pair 〈Y 1 , B 1 〉, where YXA and
BXA are the labels on the adjunction and substi-
tution sites in the n+ 1th tree pair.

Therefore we see that the first inductive hypothesis
holds for derivations of length n+ 1 given that it holds
for derivations of length n. In other words, we have so
far proven that for every derivation in GXA, every step
up to the last step of the derivation corresponds to some
TTLD in G. We now prove the final case, which shows
that the last step of the derivations also correspond.

Second Case: exactly n + 1 tree pairs Consider a
completed derivation in GXA containing n + 1 tree
pairs. The last tree pair must be of the shape in Figure
1(d), repeated below as (23), because this is the only
tree pair which can compose with a derivation without
introducing any new adjunction or substitution sites.〈 YXA

α1 YXA∗ β1

,
CXA

α2

〉
(23)

Since the n+1th tree pair must compose with the nth
pair, the nth pair must contain an open adjunction site
labeled YXA linked to a substitution site labeled CXA,
where YXA and CXA are the nonterminals at the root
of the n+1th pair’s source and target trees respectively.

Furthermore, by the first inductive hypothesis, the
first n tree pairs in this derivation must correspond to
some n-step TTLD in G. Since the nth pair has open
YXA and CXA sites, we know by the same hypothesis
that the corresponding TTLD starts from 〈Y 1 , C 1 〉,
as in (24):

〈Y 1 , C 1 〉 ⇒∗
TTLD 〈α2, aγ2〉 (24)

Now, by construction we know that if the n + 1th
tree pair is of the shape in (23), then G must contain a

production of the shape in (25):

〈X → α1Y 1 β1, A→ C 1 γ1〉 (25)

By applying the rule in (25), followed by the rest of
the derivation in (24), we obtain a new n+1-step TTLD
shown in (26):

〈X 1 , A 1 〉 ⇒ 〈α1Y 1 β1, C 1 γ1〉
⇒∗

TTLD 〈α1α2β1, aγ2γ1〉 (26)

The new TTLD in (26) satisfies the following:

• it produces the same sentential form as the first
n+1 tree pairs of the derivation inGXA. This can
be verified by observing that prepending the new
production to the existing TTLD wraps α1 and β1
around the existing source string in the same way
that adjoining the n+1th source tree wraps α1 and
β1 around the rest of the tree; on the target side, γ2
is appended to the right edge in the same position
that the n+ 1th target tree appends γ2.

• it starts from the pair 〈X 1 , A 1 〉.

Therefore we see that the second inductive hypothe-
sis holds for derivations of length n + 1 given that the
first hypothesis holds for derivations of length n.

Conclusion Taken together, the preceding two cases
show that there is a TTLD in G corresponding to ev-
ery derivation in GXA. Furthermore every completed
derivation in GXA corresponds to a TTLD which starts
from the pair 〈X 1 , A 1 〉.

Combining the results in both of the preceding sec-
tions, we see that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between completed derivations in GXA and TTLDs
in G which start from 〈X 1 , A 1 〉. By extension, we
have shown that GXA generates precisely the language
LXA = {〈u, v〉|〈X 1 , A 1 〉 ⇒∗

TTLD 〈u, v〉}.


